Molecular weight effects on the glass transition of gelatin/cosolute mixtures.
The structural properties of four gelatin fractions in mixture with sucrose and glucose syrup have been investigated extensively using small deformation dynamic oscillation. The total level of solids was 80%, the number average molecular weight of the protein ranged from 29.2 to 68 kD, and the temperatures were between 60 and -60 degrees C. Remarkably, the nature of the time and temperature dependence on the viscoelastic functions of all samples could be reduced to master curves using horizontal shift factors. The construction of master curves indicates a common mechanism of structure formation, which, in accordance with the synthetic polymer literature, comprises the rubbery zone, glass transition region, and glassy state. Application of Ferry's free-volume formalism and Rouse theory suggests that there is no change in the thermodynamic state of materials during vitrification, with changes in molecular weight simply introducing shifts in the time scale and temperature range of contributions to viscoelasticity. The thermorheological simplicity allowed development of the concept of "rheological" Tg. This was defined as the point between free-volume phenomena of the polymeric backbone occurring in the glass transition region and an energetic barrier to rotation required for local chain rearrangements in the glassy state. Mechanical relaxation and retardation distribution functions were calculated, thus obtaining values for the effective friction coefficient per monomer unit of the protein. It appears that the local friction coefficient is governed by a linear relationship between fractional free volume and the decreasing molecular weight of the protein, which introduces additional voids due to molecular ends.